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ABSTRACT

A system and method are provided . The system includes a

processor. The processor is configured to receive power

related data relating to power usage of power consuming

devices at a customer site from a plurality of sources. The

processor is further configured to generate object function
inputs from the power related data . The processor is addi
tionally configured to apply the generated object function

inputs to an objective function to determine an optimal
capacity for a battery storage system powering the power
consuming devices at the customer site while minimizing a
daily operational power cost for the power consuming

Jan . 26 , 2017
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devices at the customer site . The processor is also configured
to initiate an act to control use ofone or more batteries of the
battery storage system in accordance with the optimal capac
ity for the battery storage system .
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a customer site from a plurality of sources . The processor is

CONSIDERING PARTICIPATION IN
DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAMS AND

the power related data . The processor is additionally con

DEMAND CHARGE REDUCTION

objective function to determine an optimal capacity for a
battery storage system powering the power consuming
devices at the customer site while minimizing a daily

RELATED APPLICATION INFORMATION
[0001 ] This application claims priority to 62 /304,524 filed
on Mar. 7, 2016 , incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety .

further configured to generate object function inputs from
figured to apply the generated object function inputs to an

operational power cost for the power consuming devices at
the customer site . The processor is also configured to initiate

an act to control use of one or more batteries of the battery

storage system in accordance with the optimal capacity for

BACKGROUND

[0002 ] Technical Field
[ 0003] The present invention relates to battery storage

systems and more particularly optimal battery storage sys
tems to reduce the cost of electricity at a customer site .

[0004 ] Description of the Related Art
[0005 ] The cost ofelectricity for a facility can vary greatly
based on location , operation times, and utility provider . The
location can affect the need for electricity to heat or cool the
facility, with warmer climates requiring more electricity
needed for cooling in the summer months. The operation
times of the facility affect the need for electricity since lights

are needed when the facility is operating and more lights will
be needed when operating at night. Utility providers affect
the cost of electricity since they set the price for which the
facility purchases the electricity , but utilities have different

prices for peak hours , like during the hot day where more

electricity is needed to cool a facility , versus off -peak hours,
where demand is less because being after dark or outside a
normal work day .
[0006 ] Utility providers can charge both a time of use
(TOU ) rate and a demand charge (DC ) for electricity they
provide . The TOU rates are the time dependent charges
levied against the consumption of electricity , and the DC
charge goes toward generation and distribution costs . Utility
providers may also offer plans for discounted rates to
facilities that sign -up to allow the utility provider to have the
facility reduce electricity use during certain peak demand

times . Some utility providers also offer discounts to facilities

the battery storage system .

[0009] These and other features and advantages will

become apparent from the following detailed description of

illustrative embodiments thereof, which is to be read in

connection with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
[0010 ] The disclosure will provide details in the following

description of preferred embodiments with reference to the

following figures wherein :
[0011 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating a high -level
customer site power system , in accordance with an embodi

ment of the present invention ;

[0012 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating a customer
site power system , in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention ;

[0013 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating a system

using a battery optimization device , in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention ;

[0014 ]. FIG . 4 is a block diagram illustrating a computer
system , in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention ; and
[0015 ) FIG . 5 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for

determining the optimal capacity of a battery storage sys
tem , in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention ; and

[00161. FIG . 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for
generating and using a customer site profile for battery

that have in -house energy generating systems.
SUMMARY
[ 0007] According to an aspect of the present principles, a

optimization , in accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention .

relating to power usage of power consuming devices at a
customer site from a plurality of sources . The method further
includes the processor generating object function inputs
from the power related data . The method also includes the
processor applying the generated object function inputs to an
objective function to determine an optimal capacity for a
battery storage system powering the power consuming

be optimized to minimize daily operation cost. To do so , a

method is provided that is performed on a processor. The
method includes the processor receiving power related data

devices at the customer site while minimizing a daily
operational power cost for the power consuming devices at
the customer site . The method additionally includes the

processor initiating an act to control use of one or more
optimal capacity for the battery storage system .
0008 ]. According to another aspect of the present prin
ciples , a system is provided . The system includes a proces
sor. The processor is configured to receive power related
data relating to power usage of power consuming devices at

batteries of the battery storage system in accordance with the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0017 ] Battery size of a battery storage system (BSS ) may

cost function may be used that considers the operational cost
of a microgrid (i.e ., purchasing electricity from the grid and

Demand Charges ), cost of a battery (capital cost of the

battery broken down to daily cost), and benefits for partici
pating in demand response programs. Daily battery cycle is

limited to a certain limit which calculated by considering a

desired battery lifetime (in years ).

[0018 ] Different inequality constraints are considered for
safe operation of the microgrid , such as generation and

demand balance, maximum and minimum battery state -of
charge, maximum photovoltaic power generation availabil
ity .
[0019 ] Since benefiting from demand response programs

is directly related to the customers ' consumption over non
event-days , both event- days and non - event-days are opti
mized at the same time for a year.
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[0020 ] A grid -connected micro -grid may be populated by

a load , a PV installation and a battery storage system (BSS ).
It is assumed hereon that the PV installation is dispatchable .
The basic PV power profile is scaled using the formula
presented in Eqn . (1 ) in order to assess the impact of PV
different sizes on the battery sizing:

Problem Pl:

min (TOU , P. } + DC( PG ) + , Capex

Pb,i + P 9,1 + Pst,i = Plu,

Pstui + Psd,i+ Psb,i= Ppr,i
P

=2

7 - scale _ py

19

(1)

p shape
". ?py

where P , denotes the scaled PV power , P . shape denotes the
original PV profile, and scale _ pv is the scaling factor.
[0021 ] The load 's power profile is derived from available
OV

Ponetsi = Pb,i – Psb,i
Ci+1 = C ; – Pbnetsi
ns . Cmin s Cisng . Cmax

Vie N24
Vie N24
Vie N24
Vie N24
Vie N24

C1 = C24

(26 )
(20 )
(20 )
(2e )
(2 )
â
o

Os Pei

Vie N24 ( 2h )

half-hourly normalized energy consumption for all days in

Pb,min = Pbi s Pb,max

averaging the data at the same hour across all days for the
year as follows:

Os Pist,i s Ppui
Os Psd,i s Ppuri
Os Psb,i s Ppu,i

Vie N24
i € N24
Vie N24
Vie N24

data . The static load profile provides information about
the year. The representative daily power profile is derived by

ta

Š; =

66

More

Sijo
Sinj

where Sij is the energy consumption of during the jth hour
of day i.
[0022 ] The load profile is derived by scaling the normal
ized energy consumption by the daily energy throughput of
Pu = S ;-load _ level.
[ 0023] It is assumed that the following inequality hold by
default, load level > scale pv, to ensure that the peak PV
power output is very close to , if not less than the peak power
demanded by the load .
[ 0024 ] The Battery Storage Systems under consideration
may consist of LiFePo4 cells that have a nominal voltage of
3 .3 V each and the BSS may be modular and scalable with
each module having a capacity of 15 kWh. The entire BSS,
regardless of its capacity may have a discharging and charge

power limit of 1 MW . Finally, in an effort to reduce the
number of integer variables in the subsequent optimization
problems, the number of modules takes rational values .
Finally , the state -of-charge ( SOC ) window in which the BSS

(21)
(2j)
(2k )
(21)

where n , is the number of battery units ; Capex is the daily
capital cost of the battery ; Pb,ie Pgi, Psl.i, Pyi are battery
discharge power, power purchased from the grid , load
demand response in reduction mode, and actual load
demand consumption , respectively ; Psd,is Psb ,in Ppvi are PV
dispatched power, PV power used to charge the battery, and
actual PV power; Pbiis the net BSS power; C ;, Cmax , Cmin
are battery state -of-charge at time i, upper and lower state
of-charge limits; Pb.mar, Pb,min are battery upper and lower
net power limits ; DC : R - > Ris defined as follows:

DC ( Pg)= DCmax ||PE|| + DC peak-max||Pg peak hours|60 +
DCoff-peak-max ||Pg.off-peak -hours|lco

(3)

where Pg Pepeak-hours, P9.0f -peak-hours are vectors of the grid

powers during the entire day, peak -hours , and partial-peak
hours; DCmax, DC peak-max , DCpp-max are the rates associated
with the entire day, peak , and partial-peak , respectively.
[0027 ] The objective of the optimization problem in Eqn .

(2a ), consists of three terms- TOU based energy charge ,
daily electricity bill. The cost of energy ( TOU and DC rates )
is computed . For simplicity , the daily capex of the BSS is
computed by ignoring inflation ; i.e. if the BSS is assumed to
last nyears years, then the daily capex associated with that

Demand Charge and BSS capex -and computes the total

BSS is given by,

operates may be limited to [10 % , 100 % ] of the total capacity

of the cell and the initial and terminal SOCs are at 50 % of
rated capacity .

[0025 ] The BSSs may include NEC Energy Solutions

1,000,000

Capex = 365 x Nyears- X capex multiple?

batteries ; NEC Energy Solutions® batteries can cost $ 1000 /
kWh . In comparison BSSs in the current market cost in the
neighborhood of $ 500 /kWh and according to reports by
Navigant and DOE, the price of Li- ion based BSS is

where a 1 MWh battery may cost $ 1,000,000 and the “ capex
multiplier ” is a scaling factor that is useful to adjust the price
of the BSS system to reflect the price points of interest .

to understand the significance of BSS Capex on the decision

convex but not linear, during implementation , the problem is

projected to drop to close to $ 150 /kWh in 2023. In an effort
to invest in BSSs , the price projections above may be used

[0028 ] Since the Demand Charge function , as presented , is
transformed into a linear program by introducing auxiliary

to ascertain the viability of using Li- ion based BSSs.
[0026 ] The problem of sizing BSS systems consisting of

variable as follows. As the DC is computed based on the
maximum power drawn during the entire day, peak period

batteries of the kind described above with an objective of

and part -peak period , we introduce three new variables that

reducing daily operational cost is described .

correspond to the maximum values. Let these decision
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variables be denoted by Pg,max, Pg,max-peak and Pg,max-part
) +DCmax Pg,max+ DC max -peak Pg,max -peak +DCmax-part-peak.
Pg,max-part -peak + n , Capex , and adding the following con

relate the battery total energy throughput to the battery

peak. Then , by re-writing the objective function as ( TOU , P ,

degradation , and ji and j2 model the calendar aging part of

straints such that the desired transformation is obtained :

[0034 ] Since the optimization problem in P , is not affected
by the increase in internal resistance of the BSS (since

efficiency of the BSS is not a part of the formulation , but

( TOU,P .)+ DCmax Pg.max+DCmax-peak Pg,max-peak +
DCmax-part-peak Pg.,max-part-peak+ ng-Capex
- Pgmax =0

could be included ), the impact of BSS degradation is

- Pg.max-peak 50

reduced . Note that the lower limit of this window is not
changed. Upon updating the capacity, for any subsequent
day , problem P , is solved with the modified constraint until
the next capacity update . This cycle of updating and re

assumed to manifest itself as a change in the window of SOC

operation . In scaling Cmor by the remaining capacity of the
BSS , the window over which SOC is allowed to vary is

-Pgmax-part-peak 50
Poss.max
P5, 5Pg,max-peak
P , 5Pg,max-part-peak

solving the optimization is continued until the remaining
SOC falls below 65 % of the original capacity ; Problem A

(4)

[ 0029 ] One of the key conservation laws that needs to be
power balance . Constraints (2b ) and (2c ) ensure that the
desired power by the load is provided and that all power
generated by PV system is either channeled into the battery ,
used to support the load or is dispatched .
[ 0030 ) Constraints in Eqns. (2e) and (2f) are related to
dynamics of the BSS with the former describing the evolu
tion of SOC and the latter ensuring that the SOC of the BSS
remains bounded within pre-specified fractions (Cmin and
upheld when writing energy /power optimization problems is

C

m2

the total degradation of the battery .

) of the total capacity of the BSS . Note that since we

define SOC in terms of the remaining energy , the bounds are

dependent on the number of battery modules, n , and the total
capacity of the BSS is computed as ng Crated Where Crated is
the rated capacity ( in kWh ) of each module .
[0031 ] Finally , since the optimization is being performed
on daily power profiles , that the entire operation is charge
sustaining is enforced by constraint ( 2g ). The other con
straints, 2 (h )-2 (k ), are related to the operating bounds on the
power from every component in the network .
[ 0032 ] The feasibility of using BSSs to help reduce daily
operating cost for varying values of Capex , total load levels
and different extents of PV penetration . The value of BSS
Capex may be drawn from the set ( 150 , 200 , 300 , 500 ,

1000 } $ /kWh, the effective life of the BSS is estimated using

Problem A .

[0033] From the moment batteries are put together, bat
teries start to degrade . The reduction in the state - of-health
(SOH ) of batteries typically manifests itself as either as an
increase in its internal resistance (thereby reducing its effi
ciency ) or a reduction in the amount of energy that can be
stored in it . The rate of degradation has been , experimen

tally, found to be dependent on four factorsage of the

battery, temperature of operation , C - rate of current and SOC

of the battery . Models that attempt to model degradation can
be empirically derived . An illustrative model was developed

by NEC Energy Solutions® , and is presented below :
(5)
97- 1 -ky|E|k2 j, F2,
where E is the total energy throughput of the battery in

MWh, T is the age of the battery in days and q , is the fraction

of remaining capacity ; the values of the various coefficients

summarizes the life estimation function .

Problem A : Estimating the life-time of BSS
Data : BSS capacity ( Q * )
Result: Predicted life of BSS

While Q * 20 .652Q * do
[0035 ] Scale the upper limit of SOC by Q + Q * ;
[0036 ] Solve daily power management problem ;

[0037 ] Compute daily degradation (8Q );

[0038 ] Update Q *: Q = Q + - 8Q ;
[0039 ] If it is desired that the BSS have an estimated life
end

of n days , the maximum daily energy -throughput (assuming

that energy -throughput is the same daily ) can be computed
by inverting the degradation model in Eqn . (5 ) .

E'= explolos(tu - 97– juni) –log(n)
[0040 ] That the daily energy throughput of the BSS not
exceed E * can be enforced by introducing new variables and
adding additional constraints . The newly introduced vari
ables attempt to decompose the sequence of battery powers
Po into its positive (Pbnett) and negative parts (Pbnet "). Since
P , considers a problem in which the day is segmented into
hours, the total energy throughput of the battery is given by
thel, norm of Py; i.e. Punett -Pbnet . The decomposition of Po
and the energy throughput constraints can be mathematically
represented as follows:

VIEN24

– Pemer,i 5 - Puneti
Pinet,i = Pinet,i

Vie N24

Pimet,i· Pinet,i = 0

VieN24

can include k , in the range of between about 2x10 -9 - 3x10 -9 ,

k , between about 1- 3 , j, between about 2x10 - 4 -4x10 - 4 and
jz between about 0 .2 to about0 . 9. The coefficients depend on

the experimental battery degradation data where k , and k ,

Vie N24 (7)

- Punet,i so
Pinet,i so
Ponet,i + Pinet,i = Pbner,i

i= 1

Primeri– Pomeri SE",

Vie N24

Vie N24
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where Eqn . (7 ) is a complementarity constraint that ensures
that the positive and negative portions of Pbneti are both not
non - zero simultaneously . E * is the limit on daily maximum
number of cycles derived as the inverse of the degradation
model and using the desired life, n ( in days ), of the BSS.
Associated with this set of constraint, regularizing cost (to
avoid unnecessary battery usage ) is required . That is, by
writing the objective as,

ously between 6 : 00 hrs and 22 :00 hrs), daily participation in

DBP cannot exceed eight hours .

[0044 ] SLRP is a binding contract to reduce the load seen
by the grid by a user -determined amount during every event

period between the months of June and September. Under
this program , the participant commits to reduce their load
during at most three events every week . Three (3 ), non

overlapping SLRP events occur every day between 8 : 00 hrs
and 20 :00 hrs with each lasting four (4 ) hours and the
customer is restricted to choosing to participate in at most

one event each day with the additional constraint that no

( TOU , Pg) + DCmax · Pg,max + DCmax -peak · P ,,max-peak +
+
zak + ng Capex + 74 > Pbnet
max- pur
part - peak
.is
Dmax
Peak P g ,max- part-peak

i= 1

more than two chosen events can occur at the same times of
the day every week . Events in which the customer elects to

participate is chosen before June and is enforced every week

until the end of September.
[0045 ] The battery sizing optimization may be formulated

where y; is a small number ( for instance 0 .001). We penalize

with DR programs in mind. There is one key difference

the Poet alongside the other constraints to ensure that a

between the new problem and P , the fact that rewards for

these constraints , the steps in Problem A is repeated , only

this time, with the knowledge that the chosen BSS will enjoy

the BSS is installed , in all likelihood , it will be used
whenever possible to reduce the economic burden that is
purchasing electricity ; that is, during non -event-days, the

exceed the desired life .

which serves as a baseline for event- days. Thus, when sizing

proper decomposition is obtained. Having appended P , with

the sticker - life . The new optimization problem guarantees at
least sticker -life of the BSS , and the actual computed life can

[0041] Influencing of the required minimum life of the
power demanded by the load . The changing contribution of
PV installation to the total load is more significant, the daily
savings are higher, even when the capex is large . As the
Capex starts to decrease , the shape of the savings - load curve
get a bitmore interesting -resembling a parabola . This obser
vation can be ascribed to the fact that the bulk of PV energy
is generated during the peak period , this period has the
highest penalty on the energy and demand charge . With the
need to provide power during the peak period diminished ,
the BSS is put in better use to reduce the demand charge
during the part-peak periods by charging during the off -peak
periods and compensating during the part-peak periods.
[ 0042 ] Utility providers offer many different Demand
Response (DR ) programs to businesses , a Demand Bidding
Program (DBP) and a Scheduled Load Reduction Program
(SLRP ) are two DR programs. These programs do not
require a reduction in total load , provide a longer notice for
“ events,' and have larger incentives.
[0043] The DBP is not to be confused with demand
BSS , the peak PV power output is almost equal to the peak

bidding as commonly described in literature ; the latter refers
to the participation of a user in an energy market requesting
to meet energy needs, and the former is a penalty free
promise to reduce the load by a user- determined amount.

Participants in DBP are given a day ahead notice of the
impending event and are asked to indicate the time of the
day during which the participantwill reduce the load seen by
the grid and the amount of reduction in load . In return for
their participation , participants receive a reward for actual
energy reduction without any financial penalty for failure to
deliver on their promise of load reduction . To get paid , the

participant is required to reduce the load (power ) by an

amount for a certain period ; wherein the reduction is com
baseline . The baseline for DBP, at its simplest, is computed
as the hourly average of the loads over ten ( 10 ) previous
similar days (weekdays ) excluding event-days and holidays .
Since there shall be at most one event every day lasting no
puted by comparing the load during the event and the

more than eight hours and no less than four hours ( contigu

participation in DR are computed based on a baseline. Once

BSS will alter the effective profile of grid power — that

the BSS , and the subsequent power management strategy ,
both event and non -event- days must be simultaneously

considered ; the following optimization problem P2
[0046 ] The objective of the optimization problem under
consideration can be represented as,

addresses this problem .

Problem P2 :

J=2:((TOU,pp +

DC(po po sa per post)+vo Pabe
(1–2):((Tou, pooDay+ De(opene,som
CPDR
9,max , POR
g ,max - peak PDR
“ g ,max - part- peak /
(1 -

D + DR
bnet.il

pro
-DR Pro -DR
9,max
g ,max - peak '

UPNO - DRI
UU

para o con sos)+vo ŽPEPS)pro-DR

g ,max - part- peak

Dtno - DR

bnet , i

i= 1

DRreward (potok Par )+ng-Capex.

where ^ (€ [0 , 1 ]) is the relative weight that penalizes the
operational cost on event days ; superscripts no -DR and DR
correspond to variables that belong to non -event days and
event days respectively . The coefficient DR rev
reward is the
reward earned for participating in R demand response and is

in the unit $/kW . The function DC : R 24 ™R computes the

demand charge based on the peak values of power during
different segments of the day, much like in Problem P .

Pe-picko-DR is a vector that isolates the grid power during a
non -event day during hours that is incident with the period
of participation in DR during an event day ; simply put,
Panino
g -pick - DR serves as the baseline which will be used to
compute the reward for participating in DR . Finally , Y4 is a
small coefficient that allows for the proper decomposition of
Phner as discussed above .
[0047 ] One of the major factors that helps distinguish the
new problem from P , is the need to ensure that participation
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in demand response is restricted to certain periods of the day ,
with constraints on the maximum and minimum number of
consecutive hours of participation . These constraints can be
mathematically represented as,

U drs; – dres udr,i–U dr,i-1 VieNl{ 1}

(9a )

U dresy +Udre,51 VieN 24

(9b )

U drs, su dr,itk VieN 24 , ke { je N 241i +j524 }

U drog$1–uar;itk Vie N 24,ke{ je N 24li+j524}
(96)
U dr, Sugin VieN24
where udr, and udr., are binary variables that serve as indi
cators of the start and end hours of participating in the DR

programs. The variable u dr is a binary variable that takes the
value 1 during the period of participation and is O at other

(121)
C1 = C24
( 12g )
Osp , VIEN 24, Se {no-DR,DR }
( 12h )
Pb,minsPb, ** Pb,max VieN 24 , Se{no-DR,DR }
(121)
OsP 31, "sPpx, VieN 24, $e{no-DR ,DR }
OsP 50, *sPpv.si Vie N 24, Se {no-DR,DR}
( 123)
( 12k )
OsPsb.ifsPpv, VieN 24, Se {no-DR ,DR }
[0050 ] In line with the discussion above about clamping
the daily energy throughput of the BSS every day, the

following constraints are introduced .
- pts

bner,i 50

times. uo is a binary variable that takes a value 1 when grid
power is drawn .

p -5

[0048 ] Since each of the DR programs under consideration

p +5

be reduced during the DR participation period , the next

- Ponet si s - Pometal

has a minimum on the amountby which the grid power must

constraints represent those necessary conditions.
OsPg, DR - Par, SM (Ug;-U dr,i) Vie N 24
ParqsKu dr,i VieN 24

10•4dr?sPg-picky - Par, PR VIEN 24

(10a)
( 106)

bnet,i + PS
bnet,i = 1 bneti

Pereni spomeni
24

e Permanent se

(13a )
( 136 )
( 130)
(130 )
(13 )

V5 € {no - DR, DR } ( 138)

i= 1

( 100)

Constraints in Eqns . ( 10a ) stands to ensure that when
participating in DR , the grid power P , must be identical to
Par ; that is to say that Pdp. represents the grid power during
the period when participating in DR . Obviously, Pd, has to
be zero when udy is zero and this is enforced by Eqn . (10b ).
The constraint in Eqn . (10c ) is in place to ensure that the
minimum reduction in grid power as mandated by the DR
program is met. The scaling factor in Eqn . ( 10c ) is the
minimum per-hour reduction in power (in kW ) as mandated
by DBP specifications ; for SLRP, this number needs to be
changed to 100.

[0049 ] To isolate the baseline that will be used to compute
duce another vector labeled Pe-pickno-DR . The following
constraints perform the task of isolating the grid power
during a non - event- day during the same period when the
system participates in DR during an event period .
(11a )
-Po pick, 50 Vie N 24
(11b )
Pg-pick, sKudr,i Vie N 24
the reward for participating in demand response , we intro

Po pick, Pg/ no-DR VieN 24
PE, MO-DR-Pgpickx5M (45 PR u drj) Vie N 24

bneti so

Vie N24 , 5 € {no - DR, DR }
Vie N24 , 5 € {no - DR, DR }
Vie N24 , 5 € (no – DR, DR }
Vie N24 , 5 € {no - DR, DR}
Vie N24 , 5 € {no - DR, DR }

(110 )

(110 )

Finally , we have the usual constraints on power balance ,
SOC limits and power limits ,

[0051 ] Additionally, since the objective function is not

strictly a sum of positive quantities , there is a need to ensure
that the resulting solution does not culminate in negative
savings . Negative savings are likely to manifest themselves

on non - event -days when the potential for increasing savings
during event- days comes at the expense of operational cost
on non - event-days. This situation is avoided by introducing
the following constraint which ensures that the operation

cost during the non - event-day is not any more than when not
using a BSS,
( TOU , pro - DRY + DCi1po
- DRr . pro
- DR- peak..' prog ,max
- DR- part - peakak //
g ,max
g ,max
YA

ptno - DRI+ ns Capex < ( TOU , Pbi) + DC (PD)
bneti

where Pb2i= max ( P ,.: - Ppy.io 0 ). Finally, there are specific

constraints that relate to the hours of operation . With the

above constraints and cost, the optimization problem is

formulated and shall hereon be referred to as Problem Pz.
[0052] Based on the above formulation and the informa
tion provided about the DR programs above, the individual
cases of DBP and SLRP can be used to calculate the
optimum BSS . In doing so , it is assumed 2 in P , takes the
value 0 . 13 . This value is chosen to ensure that as much
weight as possible be allocated to non - event days since

C:+15= C,$- Pemerint VieN 24. Se{no-DR,DR }

(12a )

Pbxf +Pg8+P$1, = PLVIEN 24. Se {no-DR,DR }

( 12b )

event days tend to few and far between .

Ps-. DRDR+ Psd
,PR + Psb, DR = Ppwi VieN 24, $e{no-DR,
}

( 120)

energy -throughput is constrained to ensure at least sticker
life , there is expected savings during both non - event- days

Pbmoni saph Pastof VieN24 Se {no-DR,DR }

( 12d )

ny'CminsC,Esn Cmax VieN 24, $e{no-DR,DR}

(12 )

and event days for varying values of capex , load levels and
day is computed as follows,

[0053] Using the version of the problem in which the BSS

PV penetration . In this case , the savings of the non - event
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sor coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements
(14 )

Percent savings =
100 XOp .

cost without BSS - Op. cost with BSS
Operational cost without BSS

while on an event-day savings are computed as,
(15)
Percent savings =
Op. cost on n .e .d with BSS – Op. cost on e. d with BSS
100x
Operational cost on n .e .d with BSS

with n .e.d =Non - Event- Day and e.d = Event-Day.
[0054 ] Co -optimization reduces the achievable savings on
any non -event-day. Secondly, on an event-day, the effective

savings computed using Eqn . ( 15 ) is almost independent of

Capex for BSS that cost less than $ 500 /kWh ; i. e . moving

forward in time— as BSS capex decreases — participating in

DR need not be the first priority when sizing the BSS , ceteris
paribus. Finally, mirroring the conclusion above , having
significant PV installations will most certainly help to

increase daily savings as the load level increases.
[0055 ] Whilst participating in DBP will increase the effec
tive daily savings, to ascertain if participating in SLRP — a
more scheduled program that can ensure systematic
rewards a different approach is adopted in an effort to

reduce the computational complexity .
10056 ) Embodiments described herein may be entirely
hardware , entirely software or including both hardware and

through a system bus. The memory elements can include
local memory employed during actual execution of the

program code , bulk storage , and cache memories which
provide temporary storage of at least some program code to
reduce the number of times code is retrieved from bulk

storage during execution . Input/output or I/O devices ( in

cluding but not limited to keyboards, displays , pointing

devices, etc .) may be coupled to the system either directly or
through intervening I/ O controllers.
[0060 ] Network adapters may also be coupled to the
system to enable the data processing system to become
coupled to other data processing systems or remote printers
or storage devices through intervening private or public
networks .Modems, cable modem and Ethernet cards are just
a few of the currently available types of network adapters .
[0061] Referring now in detail to the figures in which like
numerals represent the sameor similar elements and initially
to FIG . 1, a customer site power system 100 is illustratively
shown. The customer site power system 100 includes a

utility 110 . The utility 110 provides power thru the power
lines 115 . The customer site 130 is connected to the pow

erlines 115 to get power from the utility 110 . The customer
site has a battery storage system 120. The battery storage

system 120 gets power from the powerlines 115 . The battery

storage system 120 also get power from the customer
powerlines 145 . The customer powerlines 145 have power

provided by the customer power generation system 140 . In
one embodiment, the customer generation system 140 may

include one or more photovoltaic system (see, e . g . FIG . 2 ),

a wind farm system , a hydroelectric system , a biomass

software elements . In a preferred embodiment, the present

system , and a geothermal system . The customer generation

invention is implemented in software , which includes but is

system 140 provides power to the customer site 130 through
the customer powerlines 145 . When the utility 110 offers an
incentive for the customer site 130 to reduce power con

not limited to firmware, resident software , microcode , etc .
[ 0057 ] Embodiments may include a computer program
product accessible from a computer- usable or computer
readable medium providing program code for use by or in
connection with a computer or any instruction execution

system . A computer-usable or computer readable medium
may include any apparatus that stores , communicates,

sumption , the customer site 130 can get power from the

battery storage system 120 through a BSS powerline 125 .
[0062 ] Referring to FIG . 2 , a customer site power system

100 is illustratively shown . The customer site power system
200 includes a utility 110. The utility 110 provides power

propagates, or transports the program for use by or in
connection with the instruction execution system , apparatus,

along powerlines 115 . The customer site 130 is connected to

or device . The medium can be magnetic , optical, electronic ,

customer site has a battery storage system 120 . The battery
storage system 120 gets power from the powerlines 115 . The

apparatus or device ) or a propagation medium . The medium
may include a computer- readable storage medium such as a

battery storage system 120 also get power from the customer
powerlines 145 . The customer powerlines 145 have power
provided by the photovoltaic system 210 . The photovoltaic
system 210 provides power to the customer site 130 , through
the customer powerlines 145 . When the utility 110 offers an
incentive for the customer site 130 to reduce power con

electromagnetic, infrared , or semiconductor system (or

semiconductor or solid state memory, magnetic tape, a
(RAM ), a read -only memory (ROM ), a rigid magnetic disk

removable computer diskette , a random access memory

and an optical disk , etc .
[ 0058 ] Each computer program may be tangibly stored in
a machine -readable storage media or device ( e .g ., program
memory or magnetic disk ) readable by a general or special

purpose programmable computer, for configuring and con

trolling operation of a computer when the storage media or
device is read by the computer to perform the procedures

described herein . The inventive system may also be consid
ered to be embodied in a computer -readable storage

medium , configured with a computer program , where the
storage medium so configured causes a computer to operate

in a specific and predefined manner to perform the functions

described herein .
[ 0059 ] A data processing system suitable for storing and
or executing program code may include at least one proces

the powerlines 115 to get power from the utility 110 . The

sumption , the customer site 130 can get power from the
battery storage system 120 through the BSS powerline 125 ,

if the photovoltaic system 210 is not generating enough

power.

[0063] Referring to FIG . 3, a system 300 using a battery
optimization device 310 is illustratively shown . The system

300 includes a utility 110 . The utility 110 provides power
the powerlines 115 to get power from the utility 110 . The
along powerlines 115 . The customer site 130 is connected to

customer site 130 has a battery storage system 120 . When
the utility 110 offers an incentive to reduce power use by the
customer site 130 , the customer site 130 can get power from

the battery storage system 120 through the BSS powerline

125 . The system includes a battery optimization device 310 .
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[0069 ] A first storage device 422 and a second storage

[0064] The battery optimization device 310 may include
one or more processors (hereafter “ processor” ) 315 . The
processor 315 could process sensor or input data of the
battery optimization device 310 . The processor 315 could
process data received from the utility 110 . The battery
optimization device 310 may include one or more displays
(hereafter “ display ” ) 328 and one or more input devices
(hereafter “ input device” ) 335 . The input device 335 could
be used to accept user commands or data into the battery
optimization device 310 .
[0065 ] The battery optimization device 310 may include

embodiment, the first storage device 422 or the second
storage device 424 may include objective function software
425 . The objective function software 425 may be able
determine the optimal capacity of a battery storage system

one or more power measurement circuits 320 for making

power usage , and customer power generation .

different measurements . The measurements may include

voltage or current. In one embodiment , the one or more
power measurement circuits 320 may include a clamp style

ammeter. In another embodiment, the one or more power
measurement circuits 320 may include an inline ammeter or
a voltmeter. In one embodiment, the one or more power

measurement circuits 320 may have a measurement link 340
to the powerline 115 . The measurement link 340 connects to

the powerline 115 at a measurement junction 350 . The
powerline 115 or a clamp around the powerline 115 . The

measurement junction 350 may be an inline junction in the
measurement link 340 may carry voltage or current mea
surements to the battery optimization device 310 .

[0066 ] The battery optimization device 310 may include a
transceiver 325 . In one embodiment, the transceiver 325

may be equipped to communicate over powerlines 115 . In

this way, the battery optimization device 310 can commu
transceiver 325 may include a WIFI or equivalent radio

nicate with the utility 110 . In another embodiment, the

system , a cellular network system , a local area network , a
wide area network , or other network communication system .
In one embodiment , the transceiver 325 communicates with

the battery storage system 120 over a communication link
360 to send commands to the battery storage system 120 .
The commands sent to the battery storage system 120 may
include operational control commands to instruct the battery

storage system to provide power to the customer site 130 .
[0067 ] The battery optimization device 310 may include
device (e .g., a magnetic or optical disk storage device ), a
storage 330 . The storage 330 may include a disk storage
solid state magnetic device , and so forth . The storage 330

may work in conjunction with other systems on the battery

optimization device 310 to record data , run algorithms or

programs, control the battery optimization device 310 , etc .
The storage 330 may include a Read Only Memory (ROM ),

random access memory (RAM ), or any other type of
memory useful for the present applications . In one embodi

ment, the storage 330 may include the Objective Function
Software .

device 424 are operatively coupled to system bus 402 by the
I/O adapter 420 . The storage devices 422 and 424 can be any

of a disk storage device (e .g., a magnetic or optical disk
storage device ), a solid state magnetic device, and so forth .
The storage devices 422 and 424 can be the same type of
storage device or different types of storage devices. In one

for a customer site based on utility information , customer

[0070 ] A speaker 432 may be operatively coupled to
is operatively coupled to system bus 402 by network adapter
440 . A display device 462 is operatively coupled to system
bus 402 by display adapter 460 .
[0071 ] A first user input device 452 , a second user input
device 454 , and a third user input device 456 are operatively
coupled to system bus 402 by user interface adapter 450 . The
user input devices 452 , 454 , and 456 can be any of a sensor,
a keyboard , a mouse , a keypad , a joystick , an image capture
device , a motion sensing device , a power measurement
device , a microphone, a device incorporating the function
ality of at least two of the preceding devices, and so forth .
Of course , other types of input devices can also be used,
while maintaining the spirit of the present invention . The
user input devices 452, 454 , and 456 can be the same type
system bus 402 by the sound adapter 430 . A transceiver 445

of user input device or different types of user input devices .
The user input devices 452, 454 , and 456 are used to input
and output information to and from system 400 .
10072 ] Of course , the computer system 400 may also
include other elements (not shown ), as readily contemplated

by one of skill in the art, as well as omit certain elements .

For example , various other input devices and / or output

devices can be included in computer system 400 , depending
upon the particular implementation of the same, as readily
understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. For example ,
various types of wireless and / or wired input and /or output
devices can be used . Moreover, additional processors , con

trollers, memories , and so forth , in various configurations
can also be utilized as readily appreciated by one of ordinary

skill in the art. These and other variations of the computer
system 400 are readily contemplated by one of ordinary skill
in the art given the teachings of the present invention

provided herein .
[0073] Referring to FIG . 5 , a flow chart for a method 500

of determine the optimal capacity of a battery storage system
is illustratively shown , in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention . It is to be appreciated that the steps

[ 0068 ] Referring to FIG . 4 , an exemplary computer system

of method 500 may be performed on a server or other
computer system . In block 510 , receive , from a plurality of

the present invention . The computer system 400 includes at

object function inputs from the power related data . In block
530 , apply the generated object function inputs to an objec

least one processor (CPU ) 405 operatively coupled to other
components via a system bus 402 . A cache 406 , a Read Only

storage system powering the power consuming devices at

400 is shown which may represent a system that finds the
optimal capacity for a battery storage system or is a battery
optimization device , in accordance with an embodiment of

Memory (ROM ) 408 , a Random Access Memory (RAM )
410 , an input/ output ( I/ O ) adapter 420 , a sound adapter 430 ,

a network adapter 440 , a user interface adapter 450 , and a
display adapter 460 , are operatively coupled to the system
bus 402.

sources , power related data relating to power usage of power
consuming devices at a customer site . In block 520 , generate
tive function to determine an optimal capacity for a battery

the customer site while minimizing a daily operational
power cost for the power consuming devices at the customer
site . In block 540 , initiate an act to control use of one or
more batteries of the battery storage system in accordance

with the optimal capacity for the battery storage system .
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5 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the generated

[0074 ] Referring to FIG . 6 , a flow chart for a method 600
of generating a customer site profile for battery optimization
is illustratively shown , in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention . It is to be appreciated that the steps
ofmethod 600 may be performed on a battery optimization

event -day consumption data and non - event - day consump
tion data that is simultaneously optimized to determine the

device . In block 610 , connect a power measurement circuit
to a utility distribution line at a customer site . In block 620 ,
record an amount of power passing through the utility

power consuming devices at the customer site .

including a cost of power from a utility , a demand response

related data includes a time of use price, a demand charge
price , a load profile , a power generation system output, a

distribution line at the customer site and utility usage points

program from the utility, and a demand response reward
from the utility . In block 630 , correlate the amount of power
passing through the utility distribution line and the utility

usage points over time. In block 640, generate a customer

site profile based on the correlated amount of power passing
through the utility distribution line and the utility usage
points over time. In block 650 , control the use of a battery
storage system based on the customer site profile .

[0075 ] The foregoing is to be understood as being in every
respect illustrative and exemplary , but not restrictive , and
the scope of the invention disclosed herein is not to be

determined from the Detailed Description , but rather from
the claims as interpreted according to the full breadth

permitted by the patent laws. It is to be understood that the
embodiments shown and described herein are only illustra

tive of the principles of the present invention and that those
skilled in the art may implement various modifications

without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention .
Those skilled in the art could implement various other

feature combinations without departing from the scope and
spirit of the invention . Having thus described aspects of the
invention , with the details and particularity required by the
patent laws, what is claimed and desired protected by Letters
Patent is set forth in the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1 . A method , comprising:
receiving, by a processor from a plurality of sources,
power related data relating to power usage of power
consuming devices at a customer site ;

object function inputs to the objective function include
optimal capacity for the battery storage system while con

currently minimizing a daily operational power cost for the

6 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the power

demand response program , and a battery storage system
cost.

7. The method as recited in claim 6 , wherein the power

generation system output is generated from a power gen
eration system selected from the group consisting of a

photovoltaic system , a wind farm system , a hydroelectric
system , a biomass system , and a geothermal system .

8 . The method as recited in claim 6 , wherein the demand
response program is selected from the group consisting of a
demand bidding program and a scheduled load reduction

program .
9. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the plurality
of sources are selected from the group consisting of a utility

provider, a facility and a battery storage system provider.

10 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the objec

tive function uses the generated object function inputs from
a finite period of time.
11. The method as recited in claim 10 , wherein the finite
period of time includes both demand response event days
and demand response non - event days .
12 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the gen
erated object function inputs for the demand response event
days includes a demand response reward .
13 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the gen
erated object function inputs includes a daily cost of energy
from the utility provider, a daily cost of the demand charge

from the utility provider, a daily cost of the energy storage

capital expenditure , and a daily cost for the facility power

generation system .

generating, by the processor, object function inputs from
the power related data ;
applying, by the processor, the generated object function

inputs to an objective function to determine an optimal

battery state of charge upper and lower limits , a battery state

capacity for a battery storage system powering the

of charge equality at the beginning and end of each day, a

power consuming devices at the customer site while
minimizing a daily operational power cost for the

power generation maximum limit and curtailment, and no

reverse power to the grid .

power consuming devices at the customer site ; and

initiating, by the processor, an act to control use of one or
more batteries of the battery storage system in accor

dance with the optimal capacity for the battery storage

system .

2 . Themethod as recited in claim 1 , wherein the objective
(MILP) technique .

14 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the objec

tive function uses a generation and demand balance , a

15 . The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising

installing the battery storage system with the determined

optimal capacity at the customer site to power the power

consuming devices at a customer site .

16 . A system , comprising:

a processor configured to:

function utilizes a single Mixed Integer Linear Programming

receive , from a plurality of sources, power related data

3 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the objective
function simultaneously considers demand response pro

at a customer site;
generate object function inputs from the power related

determine the optimal capacity for the battery storage sys

apply the generated object function inputs to an objec

gram requirements and demand charge requirements to

relating to power usage of power consuming devices
data ;

4 . The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the objective

tive function to determine an optimal capacity for a
battery storage system powering the power consum

power generation and power demand balance, and to a

daily operational power cost for the power consum

maximum and a minimum battery state -of-charge (SOC ).

ing devices at the customer site; and

tem .

function employs different inequality constraints related to

ing devices at the customer site while minimizing a
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initiate an act to control use of one or more batteries of

the battery storage system in accordance with the

optimal capacity for the battery storage system .

17 . The system as recited in claim 16 , wherein the

objective function utilizes a single Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP ) technique.

18 . The system as recited in claim 16 , wherein the

objective function simultaneously

considers demand

response program requirements and demand charge require

ments to determine the optimal capacity for the battery
storage system .

19 . The system as recited in claim 16 , wherein the
objective function employs different inequality constraints
related to power generation and power demand balance , and
to a maximum and a minimum battery state - of- charge
(SOC ) .
20 . The system as recited in claim 16 , wherein the
generated object function inputs to the objective function

include event-day consumption data and non -event- day con

sumption data that is simultaneously optimized to determine

the optimal capacity for the battery storage system while

concurrently minimizing a daily operational power cost for
the power consuming devices at the customer site .
*

*

*

*

